
Color in a hot air 
baloon for each 

“hour” you complete!

- Count the houses you see during a drive, the petals on a flower, or
   the leaves on a tree branch
- Read under a blanket and sing a lullaby
- Roll a ball together and play with blocks or puzzles
- Play together with water and blow bubbles
- Watch 2 virtual storytimes together
- Sing your favorite songs together 
- Read five of your grown-ups favorite books from childhood
- Point to different body parts and learn their names
- Go for a walk. Talk about what you see, smell, and hear
- Have your child trace letters, sing the alphabet together, and learn the
   letters in your names
- Make silly noises, and turn something from your house into an instrument
- Look at family pictures together, and call a friend or family member together
- Look for animals and talk about the sounds animals make
- Dance or bounce to music and outline your child's handprints and footprints
- Talk about rhyming words, and count fingers and toes
- Play with a mirror together, and play peek-a-boo or hide and seek
- Learn some sign language together that your child can use
- Make up a song with your child's name in it, and drum rhythms on a table
- Talk about what is happening in the pictures of 3 different books
- Read with your pet or a stuffed animal
- Tell your child a story about your life
- Practice holding a crayon or pencil
- Make an art project together
- Have a picnic together
- Talk about different shapes 
- Visit a park

What  can  count  as  an  hour?
Each of the activities below counts as 1 hour of reading!



Keep track of your hours online @ gpl.readsquared.com

username: ___________________________________

password: ___________________________________

For every 5 hours you read, you’ll earn a raffle ticket 
for one of our fun themed prizes!

Treasure Island Kit
Around the World in 80 Days Kit

Dungeons & Dragons Adventure Kit
Jungle Book Kit
Night Circus Kit

Finish the log by reading 20 hours, and you’ll get a 
free book!

Don’t stop reading after 20 hours you can earn 
raffle tickets up to 100 hours!
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